Dance Consortium presents

Introductory notes for students, teachers
and anyone interested in discovering more
about Ballet British Columbia’s UK tour

‘It’s poetic, it’s passionate,
it’s daring, athletic - it moves you.
That’s what great dance can do’
Emily Molnar, Artistic Director, Ballet British Columbia
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Introduction
These introductory notes are devised for everyone; whether you are a first-time visitor to a
dance show; whether you are a teacher or dance group leader using the show to stimulate
discussion and creative work with a group of any age and dance experience; or whether you
are a student studying performing arts.
We hope the notes, alongside seeing a performance, give an
insight into Ballet British Columbia’s performance and prompt
discussion and appreciation of the three dances. It aims to
promote opportunities for everyone to grow their knowledge
and enjoyment of contemporary dance and for students to
develop and practice their critical appreciation.

Arts students as well as those studying Higher Education
courses. It is also suitable for those taking Arts Award. These
notes are also for you if you’re just curious about dance and
want to know more about Ballet British Columbia’s show.

For formal learning, the notes are useful for students at all
levels from GCSE, AS and A Level Dance, BTEC Performing

Additional resources, reviews and links are provided to support
further research. Dance Consortium’s website gives up to date
information about the tour including video clips, reviews and
blogs by those on the tour.

Your Visit to the Theatre

OTHER WAYS TO GET INVOLVED

For teachers, taking a group to the theatre can provide the
opportunity for students to increase their knowledge of dance
and document their experience. You can support this through:

We’d love your feedback on the show.

• Engaging learners in some preliminary research of the dance
company, choreographer and the works

Facebook www.facebook.com/DanceConsortium
Instagram www.instagram.com/danceconsortium/
Twitter twitter.com/DanceConsortium

• Leading a discussion prior to your visit to develop an
awareness of live performance in a theatre.

YouTube www.youtube.com/danceconsortium

• Attending a pre-show discussion or post-show talk can be
very beneficial. Each venue is hosting one free talk, offering
the chance to put questions to the company. Hosted by
a local dance professional, audiences will hear about the
inspirations, influences, challenges and adventures behind
presenting the show. There may be some questions students
can ask Emily Molnar and the dancers about making the
dances or how it feels to perform in the show.

UK Tour 2018

• Setting a task with key points for the students to consider
during their theatre visit – for example recalling or recording
details of costume, music, noting the mood (up-tempo,
dynamic, thoughtful, funny) and choreographic style of the
dances; or noticing repeated movement phrases or motifs.
• The Ballet British Columbia show has two 20-minute
intervals. You can ask students to use this time to share initial
responses with each other with the performance fresh in
everyone’s minds.

Sadler’s Wells London
Tue 6 - Wed 7 March, 7:30
Brighton Dome
Fri 9 March, 7:30
Theatre Royal Newcastle
Tue 13 - Wed 14 March, 7:30
Birmingham Hippodrome
Fri 16 - Sat 17 March, 7:30
The Lowry Salford Quays
Tue 20 - Wed 21 March, 7:30
Alhambra Theatre Bradford
Fri 23 - Sat 24 March, 7:30

• Using suggested creative tasks for follow up activities
These notes are designed as educational resource material and should not be sold or exploited for commercial purposes under
any circumstances.
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INTRODUCING
BALLET BRITISH
COLUMBIA
Ballet British Columbia are a contemporary ballet company with a growing international
reputation. Based in Vancouver, British Columbia, on the West coast of Canada, the company
was established in 1986 - in comparison with other ballet companies, it’s young.
Since 2009 the company has been led by choreographer Emily Molnar, who was previously a dancer with the National Ballet of
Canada and Ballett Frankfurt (where she worked with renowned choreographer William Forsythe), as well as with Ballet British
Columbia. Under Molnar’s leadership, the company has focussed on the way that ballet is developing as an exciting, relevant art
form and in eight years has presented over 40 new works, made on the company, by choreographers from around the world.
The company has 18 dancers – many of whom trained on the Vancouver based Arts Umbrella graduate arts training programme.
Unlike in the traditional, classical ballet companies, there is no strict hierarchy and Molnar’s most important requirement for her
dancers is that they are “open-minded and deep-thinking artists, each unique for their dynamic movement while sharing an
intuitive passion for dance.”
This triple bill of dance works presented on this UK tour are by Emily Molnar, Crystal Pite and Israeli born dance maker Sharon Eyal.
Watch this short video of Emily Molnar and dancers talking about this programme of dance www.youtu.be/aGt4h3ay8Zc
Find out more about Ballet British Columbia
• www.balletbc.com
• www.facebook.com/BalletBC/
• www.instagram.com/balletbc/

‘This programme represents the diversity of
what dance is today and it’s accessible to an
enormous range of audiences.’
Emily Molnar, Artistic Director, Ballet British Columbia
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ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
EMILY MOLNAR TALKS
Tell us about Ballet British Columbia?
Ballet British Columbia is a company that cares about the art
of dance, that cares about where its coming from, where it’s
going. We’re daring, creative, collaborative – committed to the
possibility of the expression of the body and what dance at its
fullest can be – working with choreographers around the world.

The company’s name Ballet British Columbia
conjures up traditional or classical ballet; yet
the repertoire of dances is contemporary or
modern-style dance. Tell us more about this?
We are called Ballet British Columbia because one of our
missions is that all of our dancers are classically trained. With
that training they’re able to articulate their bodies in a very
sophisticated way. The Ballet British Columbia dancers are
versatile in a variety of dance forms but a training in classical
ballet is vital. We’re a bit like jazz musicians, in that we have this
incredible training, but then you can throw it up in the air and
really deconstruct and reconstruct it. You can only do that when
you have that technique and rigour of attention to a technique.
For us that happens to be classical ballet. So, we don’t take
ballet out of Ballet British Columbia - we keep it there in
order to allow an audience to understand and to be part of a
conversation about where ballet is going.

What are your views on female dancers
wearing pointe shoes in more contemporarystyle dances?
I love the fact that we are a company that can wear the pointe
shoe - it’s a vehicle which can create speed and virtuosity
which is unlike anything else. So, when you have a dancer who
is not imprisoned, but is freed by the idea of what can be done
on pointe, it’s enormous what the choreographer has to play
with.

What will British audiences will make of this
programme of dance?
Following highly acclaimed tours throughout North America,
we are honoured to be bringing UK audiences this distinct
program of ideas and expression by three visionary female
voices in dance today. We display diversity and virtuosity in this
triple bill. It’s accessible to an enormous range of audiences.
Watch Emily talk more about Ballet British Columbia
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAtGt-P7Rx4

The dancers contribute ideas and dance
moves during the choreographic process.
Can you explain the role the dancers play in
the making of these dances?
We are company which is about collaboration, about soloists
within a group, about everybody leading, about everybody
taking initiative and owning this artwork that we do. In order to
make the art the most important thing in the room, everyone
works towards that, it requires a group of artists who come
together as a collective.
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16 + a room

Photo by Michael Slobodian

Choreographer: Emily Molnar, 2013
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CHOREOGRAPHER
EMILY MOLNAR
Photo by Cindi Wicklund

Emily Molnar is a graduate of the National Ballet School
and a former member of the National Ballett of Canada.
She was a soloist with the Ballet Frankfurt under director
William Forsythe, and a principal dancer with Ballet British
Columbia. An internationally respected and critically acclaimed
choreographer, Molnar has created works for numerous
international companies, alongside her works for Ballet British
Columbia. She was recently appointed to the Order of Canada
for her artistic leadership of Ballet BC and creative contribution
to advancing dance in Canada.

CHOREOGRAPHER’S
INSPIRATION AND THEMES

CONTENT AND
MOVEMENT STYLE

16 + a room was created by Emily Molnar in 2013. Her starting
point was ‘what it would be like to have sixteen dancers in a
room’ (so an explanatory title!) and imagine, if you could tilt that
room to one side or another, what would happen?

Out of all three dances in the programme, it’s probably easiest
to see elements of the language of classical ballet in 16 + a
room. The women wear pointe shoes and occasionally rise
‘en pointe’ – on their toes, whilst the men are in sock shoes.
The movement is fast, often with extreme extensions of limbs.
Dancers join and leave the space apparently randomly, often
moving backwards, soloists emerge from the crowd and then
blend back into the company.

It’s not a story, or ‘narrative ballet’ – Molnar is looking at
wider themes around the nature of time. How do individuals
related to each other in society – sometimes the dancers are
moving together in tight unison, other times in solos or duets;
sometimes some are still as others move. Above all, she says
“it’s an abstract poem about a group of sixteen dancers in
a room”.

Watch video clips of 16 + a room at www.youtube.com/
danceconsortium

Photo by Chris Randle

Whilst making the work, the choreographer introduced the
work of novelist Jeanette Winterson and poet Emily Dickinson
to the dancers and posed questions which helped the dancers
to generate motifs and movement sequences which Molnar
shaped into the dance. In the programme note, she includes a
quote from early 20th century British writer Virginia Woolf:
“We [are] all being shot backwards and forwards on this
plain foundation to make some pattern.”
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Emily Molnar’s background as a dancer with Ballett Frankfurt is evident in the dance. There are echoes of it’s Artistic Director
William Forsythe’s choreographic style, which deconstructs the traditional movement vocabulary of ballet. This way of making
movement and crafting dances has been hugely important in the development of dance in the last thirty years and has influenced
many choreographers. Emily Molnar has included several of William Forsythe’s dances in the Ballet British Columbia repertory.
In 16 + a room you can recognise the classical virtuosity in the moves, but dancers also slide, stretch, flex feet and cut the air with
straight arms in ways that are much more contemporary.

MUSIC

The electronic soundtrack for 16 + a room is by Dirk P Haubrich.
It was specially composed and arranged for the dance. Molnar
first met the composer at Ballett Frankfurt. “I find the music so
inviting to this conversation about time, It’s so textured, it feels
like the ground is breaking open & it leaves me a lot of room
to investigate… it’s riveting, very dynamic, it brings you in – it
creates an environment for the piece.”

SET, COSTUME
AND LIGHTING
The overall feel of the simple set, the costume and lighting
design is monochrome but ever changing. Dancers wear grey
leggings, men with black vests, women grey short sleeve tops.
The lighting creates pools of light in the darkness from above,
sometimes one, sometimes six; it illuminates the dancers dimly
from the sides, or highlights the floor itself. The light bounces off
the dancers’ arms, highlighting sculptural shapes and gestures.

DANCER’S
PERSPECTIVE
Dancer Nicole Ward explains that its vital to be in tune with
dancers on stage with you during 16 + a room:
“Wow. 16 + a room is very challenging for me. It’s based in
a room which continuously shifts and twists. We’re just in it
having to react. You feel that the room [of dancers] has to
have the same energy you’re feeling. That brings something
new because you have to be in tune with what someone else
might be feeling. It all brings us together. We know that the
room is going to be tipping left. We might have a different
interpretation of that but it really ties us as a whole.”
Nicole explains that the female dancers have to be grounded
in their movement, in spite of wearing ballet pointe shoes:
“In 16 + a room the movement for women is on pointe. Having
the ballet technique and the language really helps spin off
what you might expect for a ballerina to be doing on pointe.
Emily wants us to be really grounded, almost as if you’re
wearing socks. It makes the movement a lot thicker. There’s a
lot of sliding and stretching.”
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Points for discussion
• How does watching this dance make you feel?
• What is the main difference you notice in the movement of the female and male dancers?
• Did you identify any themes?
• Did you notice any moments of emotion? [A couple of times they seem to sob…?]
• Why do you think the signs ‘This is a beginning’ ‘This is not an end’ were used? Did they
make sense to you?
• The choreographer says this dance is ‘an abstract poem’ – what do you think that means?
• Which do you feel drives the dance – the movement or the music?

Creative task for students
• Writing and songs are great inspiration for choreographers. Do you ever use poetry and writing to inspire you to make
dance? Have you ever considered song lyrics as poetry?
• Think about a favourite song. Listen to the lyrics on their own. What message or feelings do the words convey? Start to
translate those feelings into movement and create a few actions or motifs which you can link together to create phrases of
movement.
• Think about the mood and feeling in the words which you want to convey or represent e.g. uplifting, soulful, energetic,
dynamic, sad.
• Are there key moments which can be repeated or performed facing different directions? How are you using different levels
(on the floor, sitting, standing high) at different moments in your phrases?
• If you were working with others, think about how you could use a group of dancers to communicate your idea. What could
they represent?

Creative task for teachers/group leaders
• Emily Molnar used creative writing to inspire the dancers when creating 16 + a room.
• Select a short piece of descriptive writing or a poem, something which is likely to resonate with your group. Ask your dancers
to consider the words and meaning as inspiration. This can be as individuals, in pairs or small groups.
• Ask them create a short dance motif or phrase inspired by the writing. What ideas, feelings or messages do they want to
evoke and share with an audience?
• Encourage them to consider their use of space, levels and pathways. Ask them what kind of dynamic energy best suits
the idea, e.g. does it flow or are there sudden stops or pauses? If working in pairs or a small group, consider relationships
between the dancers, e.g. action and reaction, contact work, complement and contrast.
• For further development they can join with another pair to share their motifs and link them together.
• Flocking is a great way to stimulate dancers into improvisation. Like “Follow the Leader,” one dancer is in charge of initiating
the movement and the others must follow.
• Like 16 + a room, the dancers are grouped together like a flock of birds. Imagine they are together in a room about to tilt
and turn like Molnar’s title 16 + a room. Call out instructions which describe what is happening to the room, for example the
floor is tilting downwards, the room is spinning left. You can provide some action response words such as slide, tilt, tip, spin,
swerve, slip, dash, catch, stop. When the current leader turns in any direction, the dancer now in front of the group becomes
the group leader.
• Dancer Nicole Ward describes the need for the dancers to be ‘in tune’ with each other during 16 + a room. Do your dancers
notice what others around them are doing? Challenge them to work as a group to decide what action to take and how to
convey what is happening.
• You may wish to initiate entrances and exits and ask the dancers to enter the action individually or in groups at different times.
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SOLO ECHO

Photo by Wendy D

Choreographer: Crystal Pite (originally for Nederlands Dans Theater, 2012)
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CRYSTAL PITE
CHOREOGRAPHER
Canadian choreographer Crystal Pite is
widely acknowledged as one of the most
exciting contemporary choreographers
working today. She started her professional
career as a dancer with Ballet British
Columbia and made her first work for the
company in 1990. Since then she has made
over 50 dances for companies around the
world – including in 2016, The Royal Ballet.
Although trained in classical ballet, she has always been
interested in other forms of movement – her first dance lessons
were in tap. In 2002 she formed her own contemporary based
dance company, Kidd Pivott, in Vancouver. She is an Associate
Choreographer of Nederlands Dans Theater, Associate Dance
Artist of Canada’s National Arts Centre, and Associate Artist at
Sadler’s Wells, London.
Like Ballet British Columbia’s Artistic Director Emily Molnar,
Pite also danced with Ballett Frankfurt. She acknowledges the
influence of its Artistic Director William Forsythe: “I learned so
much from Bill during that time, about how to construct and
deconstruct movement but also how to be bold. He had a kind
of recklessness, which I’ve been cultivating ever since.”
(The Guardian, May 2016).
One of Molnar’s first objectives when she became Artistic
Director of Ballet British Columbia was to involve Pite.
Solo Echo was made for Nederlands Dans Theater in 2012 and
Ballet British Columbia were the first company to be allowed to
restage it in 2015. Molnar describes it as “a beautiful poem”.

Solo Echo is the story of a life, from
adolescence to adulthood, with different
aspects shown by seven dancers.

CHOREOGRAPHER’S
INSPIRATION AND THEMES
Crystal Pite’s inspiration for Solo Echo were two of her favourite
pieces of music - sonatas by classical composer Johannes
Brahms – one written at the beginning, the other at the end
of his life. She was also influenced by Mark Strand’s poem
Lines for Winter. You don’t need to have read the poem before
seeing Solo Echo the work, but it may give you a greater
understanding of Pite’s intentions.
Lines for Winter by Mark Strand
Tell yourself
as it gets cold and gray falls from the air
that you will go on
walking, hearing
the same tune no matter where
you find yourself—
inside the dome of dark
or under the cracking white
of the moon’s gaze in a valley of snow.
Tonight as it gets cold
tell yourself
what you know which is nothing
but the tune your bones play
as you keep going. And you will be able
for once to lie down under the small fire
of winter stars.
And if it happens that you cannot
go on or turn back
and you find yourself
where you will be at the end,
tell yourself
in that final flowing of cold through your limbs
that you love what you are.
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MOVEMENT
CONTENT
AND STYLE
The work is in two parts. The first, showing the early life, is
to Cello Sonata in E minor, op. 38 —Allegro non troppo. The
dance starts quietly with one dancer, then two dancers, whose
movements echo one another, then all seven, in compositions
which move from duets, to groups to solos. The movement is
grounded, but lyrical, with an emphasis on rounded, flowing,
upward arm movements. It seems to swell, ebb and flow with
the music – the relationships between the dancers can be read
as internal thoughts, or relationships and events in life. In the
final scene of this section, a male dancer stands upright, his
eyes following a female dancer who has just left the stage.
As she goes, another joins from the left to lie behind the man,
their feet meeting. They move backwards – she slides along
the floor, knees bending. Is she pulling him, or he pushing her?
The past pulls us back, as we look to the future?

As the first slips through the arms which hold him, he falls to the
floor and is tenderly picked up by the caterpillar of dancers and
lifted above them. The swoop of the movement throughout this
second part of the work is always downwards and more floor
based. At the end, this motif is repeated. This time though, the
fallen figure remains on the floor, the other dancers slip away,
and the snow drifts and builds around him.

The second act, to Cello Sonata in F major, op. 99—Adagio
affettuoso, has a darker feel. At the start, seven dancers face
the audience, in a line, each holding the dancer in front of them.

Watch video clips of Solo Echo at www.youtube.com/
danceconsortium

Emily Molnar points out that in the movement throughout Solo
Echo “there’s a beautiful echoing effect, which is a signature of
Crystal’s work”.

Photo by Wendy D

Although Pite is ballet trained, she is no longer interested
in pointe work. “It changes who the woman is. She’s not
grounded. She has another kind of power, but she’s not of the
earth,” (Financial Times, Sep 16 )
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SET, DESIGN AND
COSTUME
The design for Solo Echo is monochrome, the sombre
darkness lightened by gently falling flurries of snow in the
background. The costumes are dark and unisex, with women
and men in loose fitting combat trousers and tops, which are
sleeveless. The lighting illuminates the dancers’ bare arms,
particularly in the first movement, emphasising the fluid curving
upward movement and creating beautiful lines of light in the
darkness.

DANCERS’ PERSPECTIVE
Dancer Alexis Fletcher
describes the inspiration for
Solo Echo:
It is following a man through
the course of his life. It’s not
that the viewer will see a
linear story, but you’ll see this
protagonist [main character]
meeting different parts of
himself. The seven dancers
in the piece are reflections
of one person. In the second
half you’ll see a group
coming together to show
a continuation of that story
towards an end. Crystal Pite
used Mark Strand’s poem
Lines for Winter which we
used as a reference for the
piece.
Dancer Christophe Von
Reidermann also describes
the dance:

Photo by Sharen Bradford

Solo Echo looks at a man at
the end of his life.
He’s reckoning with different
parts of himself. It’s split
into two sections. In the first
movement you see these
windows of effort, heartbreak,
struggle and impact. The
second movement is all the
cast on stage together moving
in an anamorphous [without a
clearly defined shape] blob.

It pinpoints moments
between people which
emerge from the group, are
highlighted then disappear.
It’s a lot more to do with
memory. It is set in the winter.
There’s snow falling behind
which creates a feeling of
time.
Solo Echo is performed with
a curtain of falling snow
behind the dancers. It is lit in
different ways - sometimes
more visible and prominent,
other times it is more subtle
and harder to see. Christophe
explains different ways the
technical crew use to create
the effect of falling snow:
We’ve had a few snow
machines. There are ones
which are little bits of plastic
which are very slippery.
There are ones which are like
a powder which can get all
over the stage and make it
slippery…Our favourite is little
squares of paper. We travel
with that and hopefully we’ll
have that one for the UK tour.
Dancing with a snow machine
is so fun. We all want to run in
there and pretend it’s a snow
day!
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Points for discussion
• How do you feel when you read Mark Strand’s poem – does the dance reflect the poem, or
the poem reflect the dance?
• How do the two parts of the work differ?
• Emily Molnar describes this work as ‘a beautiful poem’ – what do you think she means by that?
• Why do you think the title of the work is Solo Echo?

Creative tasks for students:
• Crystal Pite was inspired by Mark Strand’s poem Lines for Winter. Read the poem. What are the words or phrases you most
notice? The word ‘cold’ is used three times. Think about times when you have been cold. What does coldness do to the body
and how we move?
• Create a short series of actions or a phrase inspired by being cold. Pick four body parts to initiate actions with such as finger
tips, elbow, head or foot. Are your actions static or do they travel in the space? Link the actions together and repeat or
develop the phrase using different levels or pathways.
• Notice how the idea of being cold affects the quality and dynamics of your actions and how you move your limbs.
• Imagine there is a fine curtain of snow falling onto you. How might this feel on your face or bare arms?

Creative tasks for teachers/group leaders
• Solo Echo explores aspects of one person’s life using a group of seven dancers. Ask your dancers to think about one person.
It can be a family member or someone well known.
• Ask them to consider three to five different moments in that person’s life. It could be something they did as a child, something
related to their working life, an image they’ve seen in a photograph or elements of their personality. Ask the dancers to
create one movement for each moment.
• Ask them to link the actions together to create a short phrase of movement which captures the essence of this person?
Can their phrase travel? Is there variation in levels, direction, speed and dynamics? Invite them to polish up their phrase.
• Ask the dancers to move into small groups of around 5 people. Ask them to share their short phrase of movement with each
other, taking the time to describe their inspirational character.
• Invite the group to choose one person’s phrase to teach the group.
• Ask them to create a sequence in which they all are moving together but take it in turns (individually or in pairs) to emerge
from the group to perform part of the chosen character phase. Invite them to make the sequence more layered by varying
speeds, adding moments of canon, mirroring and counterpoint.
• What kind of dynamic energy best suits the character and the phrase?
• If time permits, they may want to repeat this task using all of the different dancers’ inspirational figures and then weaving
them together into a longer dance piece.
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Bill

Photo by Chris Randle

Choreographer: Sharon Eyal, with Gai Behar (for Batsheva Dance Company, 2010)
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CHOREOGRAPHER
SHARON EYAL
Photo by Camilla Simonson

Sharon Eyal was a dancer and house
choreographer with Batsheva Dance
Company in Tel Aviv (between 1990 and 2008).
Its founder, Ohad Narahin is famous for
developing the movement language
and style of Gaga. See reference
below to find out more about Gaga.
Sharon Eyal has worked for over ten
years with Gai Behar a producer of
live music, underground artistic events
and techno raves in Tel Aviv and
around the world and in 2013 they formed their own company
L-E-V. Eyal made Bill with Behar and DJ Ori Lichtik originally for
Batsheva in 2010. Sharon Eyal is guest artistic director of the
National Youth Dance Company and is now an Associate Artist
of Sadler’s Wells.

CHOREOGRAPHER’S
INSPIRATION AND THEMES
Bill has sixteen dancers. The movement style is difficult
to characterise – it’s a mix of mechanical, robotic, sensual,
animalistic. There are even elements of ballet, although its
usually playfully referenced, for example arms in a raised fourth
position but with drooping hands. Emily Molnar says Eyal’s
language is “very sensual, raw and imagistic, it’s nevertheless
absolutely specific”.
Despite the overriding impression of tight, precise unison
of dancing in Bill, there are only a few seconds when all
dancers are making the same moves. There is almost always a
breakaway individual or group emerging. It plays on themes of
society and the role of the individual within a collective – and is
a lot more fun than that sounds.
The dance starts with five solos of roughly two minutes each.
Four men all have their own quirky identity – incorporating
body building poses, robotics and as the music they dance
to is a song, there is a clubbing party feel. They are followed
by a woman whose movement is at the same pace, but more
balletic and the soundtrack changes to an ambient and
electronic style as she is joined by more dancers. During Bill,
these five individuals emerge and morph back into the whole
pattern of movement.
Watch video clips of Bill at www.youtube.com/danceconsortium
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DESIGN, SET
AND COSTUME
Costume is a crucial element in Bill. All the dancers wear tight,
off-white body suits with their hair slicked back and even white
contact lenses. “The idea was to wear a sense of nakedness,”
says Sharon Eyal. “Nudity is not interesting enough . . . Nudity
is also obvious. On the other hand, it is important to me that
they will see the body, that there will be another layer that
will present the mechanical side. When everyone is dressed
appears almost the same, I feel more that the individual in each
one of them breaks out.” (danceinisrael.com, 2010)

Photo by Cindi Wicklund

The dancers’ costumes are used like a canvas. Individuals,
or small groups are highlighted in yellows and soft reds.
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SOUND

The soundtrack is integral to the dance. It was
composed by Ori Lichtik, one of Eyal’s regular
collaborators, who is a percussionist and DJ and
one of the pioneers of techno in Israel in the 1990s.

DANCERS’
PERSPECTIVE
Dancer Alexis Fletcher has danced with Ballet British Columbia
for over ten years. She describes Bill:
Bill is an imaginative world of fantasy. Exploring where
somebody’s imagination can take them – into absurdity, into
darkness, complexity and inspiration.
Dancer Peter Smida describes how the costumes for Bill,
including white contact lenses, help the dancers transform into
an androgenous and anonymous group:
We’re in these nude unitards that go right from our neck down
to our ankles and wrists. It’s amazing as it allows the audience
to see the body so clearly. It gives an androgenous look to the
group. We have to slick our hair back tight and paint it white…
I have to paint my eyebrows and dust my beard white.
Also there’s white contact lenses that cover the iris completely.
The look and feel of the costume allows the dancers to
transform. As soon as I put it on I feel I’m in another world.

Further information:
Learn more about the Gaga dance style at www.gagapeople.com
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Points for discussion
• How does this work make you feel?
• All the dancers are wearing the same costumes – do some performers stand out to you?
Why?
• Think about the relationship between the dance and the music.
Which do you think drives the work more strongly?
• As you are watching Bill, see how many moments you can spot when all the dancers
are in unison.
• What do you think this dance is about?
• Watch the trailer for the film Mr Gaga to learn more about Gaga dance style used by
Sharon Eyal. Mr. Gaga tells the story of Ohad Naharin, renowned choreographer and artistic
director of the Batsheva Dance Company who redefined the language of modern dance.
www.youtu.be/F6gd8xpFMsM

Creative tasks for students:
• The Gaga movement style is a strong influence for choreographer Sharon Eyal. The style promotes movement which comes
naturally (instinctive) and it allows for an experience of freedom. The dancers in Bill appear anonymous and unrecognisable
to others. Imagine you are anonymous and free to move in any way, what sort of dance would you do? Would it give a sense
of freedom to move in any way you want?
• Select an up-tempo piece of music – start to improvise. Just move, dance like no-one is watching or no-one knows you.
You are anonymous, free and unrestricted by rules. How does it feel? Do you move in familiar ways or are you able to create
new actions and moves? If you discover new actions and movements, how might you incorporate them into movement
sequences. Try facing different fronts and travelling a variety of pathways in the space. Do you use the floor or different
levels?

Creative tasks for teachers/group leaders:
• Watch the Gaga trailer and talk with the group about the Gaga movement style.
• Ask the group to complete the improvisation task above by putting on some up-tempo music. Ask them how it feels to
improvise? Is it natural (as Gaga-style describes) or do some find it uncomfortable and out of their comfort zone?
• Taking turns, one half of the group observes the other half for one minute. What do they notice about how people are
moving? Is it different to movement and actions they might ordinarily do in a dance class?
• Ask them to work in pairs to share some of their actions and create a travelling phrase which moves across the room/space.
Combine with another pair, teach each other and link the phrases together. If time permits, bring the group together to
share their phrases at the same time. Perhaps you can find ways of making a connection between the groups or identify one
or two movements which they perform in unison (as in Bill).
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GENERAL POINTS
FOR DISCUSSION
• Thinking about all three dances – how does
the movement language differ in each?
• How does the movement work with the
music in each dance – does it work with
it, or pull against it? Do you feel the dance
follows the music, or is it the other way
around?
• Would you know that these works were all
made by women? How? Does it matter?
• Emily Molnar is enthusiastic about pointe
work: “I love the fact that we are a company
that can wear the pointe shoe - it’s a vehicle
which can create speed and virtuosity which
is unlike anything else” Crystal Pite isn’t:
“It changes who the woman is. She’s not
grounded. She has another kind of power,
but she’s not of the earth.” What do you
think?
• Do you notice similar themes in any/all of
the dances?
• Emily Molnar believes ballet training is
essential to enable the dancers to perform
the works in this repertoire. Do you agree?
Do you notice elements of classical ballet in
these dances?
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Dance Consortium
Dance Consortium is a group of 19 large theatres located across the UK. With a shared
passion for engaging people with contemporary dance from different parts of the world the
theatres work together to find dance companies and productions that will excite, challenge,
entertain and inspire their audiences.
Since its formation in 2000 Dance Consortium has presented over 40 tours by 22 different
companies including Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, Mark Morris Dance Group, Cirque
Éloise and Danza Contemporanéa de Cuba. Performances by these dance companies from
Australia, Brazil, Canada, Cuba, France, The Netherlands, Taiwan, Israel and the USA have
been experienced by hundreds of thousands of people across all parts of the UK.

LEARNING AND PARTICIPATION Keep in touch
We believe it’s never too late to get involved with dance –
as an audience member or an aspiring performer. Dance
Consortium’s learning and participation programmes run
alongside tours to help audiences grow their knowledge and
love of dance.

Register with DanceConsortium.com to receive our monthly
emails about Dance Consortium Tours, new features on the
website and occasionally information about great dance
performances around the UK.

Access to world-class dance artists is at the heart of our work.
Pre and post show talks are a fascinating way to learn about
the ideas, decisions, and processes which bring a dance
production to the stage. Workshops and creative projects
extend the performance experience beyond the theatre and
are ideal to support the teaching of dance and performing arts
subjects in schools and colleges. Our talks, workshops and
‘meet the artist’ creative conversations can contribute to Arts
Award at Bronze, Silver and Gold level.

Dance Consortium members

We also hope to inspire the next generation of dancers, dance
makers, and theatre managers. Our Ailey Summer Residency
in 2016 saw over 40 young people spend four days in the
dance studio with artists from legendary Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theatre. Future Leaders focuses behind-the-scenes.
This project aims to fire curiosity about careers in theatre by
connecting aspiring dancers and arts leaders with theatre staff
at Dance Consortium’s 19 venues across the UK to learn about
different job roles and career options in the arts.

Grand Opera House, Belfast
Birmingham Hippodrome
Alhambra Theatre, Bradford
Brighton Dome
The Marlowe Theatre, Canterbury
Wales Millennium Centre, Cardiff
The Bord Gáis Energy Theatre, Dublin
Festival Theatre Edinburgh
Hull New Theatre
Curve Leicester
Sadler’s Wells London
Milton Keynes Theatre
Theatre Royal Newcastle
Norwich Theatre Royal

Dance Consortium has a year-round commitment to getting
people excited and engaged with dance.

Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall Nottingham with Dance4

Find us on social media or or contact us at learning@
danceconsortium.com or www.danceconsortium.com

The Lowry Salford Quays

Theatre Royal Plymouth
Mayflower Theatre, Southampton
New Victoria Theatre, Woking
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Useful links and
organisations
Arts Award is a creative, valuable and accessible way for young people to explore the arts.
www.artsaward.org.uk/site/?id=64
BBC Young Dancer website includes clips from the bi-annual competition plus interviews, histories and step-by-step
dance moves guide exploring the featured dance styles of Hip Hop, South Asian dance, contemporary and ballet.
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07gbzxt
Big Dance ran from 2006 -2016 and was the UK’s biggest festival of dance. Choreographic resources including films
featuring artists Akram Khan, Hofesh Shechter, Kate Prince, Shobana Jeyasingh, Wayne McGregor and Arlene Phillips
are free.
www.communitydance.org.uk/developing-participation/big-dance
Bridge Organisations connect children and young people, schools and communities with art and culture.
This means connecting schools and communities with performing arts and creative organisations, including museums
and libraries.
www.artscouncil.org.uk/children-and-young-people/bridge-organisations
Centre for Advanced Training offers world-class dance training in contemporary, ballet and South Asian dance
at 10 UK locations to children with exceptional potential, regardless of their personal circumstance.
www.nationaldancecats.co.uk/
London Curriculum Dance Unit – a free resource pack, designed to support teaching of Key Stage 3 PE (Dance
component), but suitable for all which features an insight into ballet, contemporary, Street Dance, South Asian dance
and dance of African Diaspora with creative ideas for practical classes, analysing and watching dance.
www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/london-dancing-pe
National Youth Dance Company based at Sadler’s Wells connects talented young dancers with professional
choreographers.
www.nydc.org.uk/
One Dance UK is the UK body for dance, providing services for young people, teachers and professional dancers.
It runs U.Dance youth dance platform and an annual conference for teachers.
www.onedanceuk.org
People Dancing is the development organisation and membership body for community and participatory dance.
www.communitydance.org.uk/
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